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The ERJ in its 21st year of age: a smooth transition for

an everlasting evolution
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S
tarting a new job has never been an easy task. It is even
more difficult to continue an enterprise initiated 20 yrs
ago [1], which has then been progressively built upon

throughout the years by previous Editorial Boards [2–7], and
finally strengthened in such a masterful manner by our
predecessors [8]. But the advantage of having such a strong
heritage is that it offers abundant resources [9], for which we
are most grateful to the previous joint European Respiratory
Journal (ERJ) Chief Editors, Peter J. Sterk and Klaus F. Rabe. By
firmly establishing the ERJ among the top journals in the
respiratory field [8, 9], they have clearly indicated the way for
us, and the new Editorial team, to drive the ERJ forward and
provide a constantly improving service for the international
respiratory community. Before commencing on this journey,
which we will continue for the next 4 yrs, let us have a look
back at the paths that have led the ERJ to reach its current
situation.

Founded in 1988, the ERJ is now in its 21st year, a symbolic age
that represents the starting point of adulthood for many of us.
Indeed, the ERJ has gained in maturity and respectability, with
a steady increase in the impact factor over the last 5 yrs [8]. The
numbers of papers viewed via, and/or downloaded from, the
ERJ website [10] have also made a big jump forward, with the
number of monthly hits averaging 500,000. This gain in
popularity is certainly due to an increase in the scientific
quality of the papers published, which is thanks to the rigorous
selection made by all previous Chief and Associate Editors.
However, none of the ERJ’s recent evolutions could have been
achieved without the strong support of the ERS Publications
office in Sheffield (UK).

Talking about work places, one question that may be asked is
‘‘do the current Chief Editors live and work in Sheffield too?’’
We all know the obvious answer! The answer can also be easily
guessed by anyone realising how modern electronic commu-
nication can turn Europe and the rest of the world into a small
place where information can be sent and received within
seconds, while we are at work, at home, or even in a quiet

corner of the charmless waiting rooms of international airports
or domestic railway stations. With such convenient tools, the
number of electronic messages sent between Sheffield, Paris
and Genoa sometimes reaches several dozen if not hundreds,
during rush hours on busy days, enabling the Associate
Editors and us to circulate questions, proposals, ideas and
make final decisions relating to important issues.

Communication speed not only matters to the Chief Editors
and the Publications office, but also to all members of the
Editorial Board. As a matter of fact, we are unanimously
convinced that the speed of information exchange is inversely
related to reviewing turnaround times. Editors, and authors
alike, want the reviewing process to be fair, quick and reliable.
So, it is easy to understand and share the frustration an author
can have when waiting months for a decision, which will
eventually result in a negative outcome and, even worse, with
exceedingly brief editorial comments. However, authors can
often be pleasantly surprised by a swift and positive decision
from the Editors, only a few weeks after submission of their
papers. In all fairness, we have to say that most manuscripts
submitted to us will be returned to their authors without the
possibility for revision, as the acceptance rate has now been set
at approximately only 15%. With respect to the majority of
papers that do not reach sufficiently high priority for
acceptance, the decision for rejection needs to be made with
all the necessary esteem and consideration for those who have
trusted the ERJ with the submission of their work. Albeit
difficult, the negative decision would probably be easier to
accept when made quickly and fairly. Fairness can even be
greater when the lengthier reviewing time is justified by
detailed analysis, which requires time, and constructive
comments from the reviewers and editors, therefore enabling
subsequent improvement in the quality of the manuscript and
the chance for it to be published in another journal. However,
such finely tuned editorial work cannot be achieved without
the commitment of the Associate Editors who help us with
their infallible collaboration and unerring sense of evaluation.
Working together in a modern environment with appropriate
communication tools to better serve respiratory medicine,
scientists and healthcare professionals will be our guiding
principle.

In essence, the achievements of the first 20 yrs of the European
Respiratory Journal’s life appear to be strong enough to give us
reasonable confidence in being able to fulfil the expectations of
the ERS, which decided to grant us this important position.
The resources of the ERS Publications office and the excellence
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of the Editorial Board are sufficiently important to reinforce
our honest ambition and feed our unshakable hope of the
European Respiratory Journal maintaining its standard and
continuing its evolution over the next 4 yrs.
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